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Nature of science in early years science teaching
Lena Hansson , Lotta Leden and Susanne Thulin

Faculty of Education, Kristianstad University, Kristianstad, Sweden

ABSTRACT
The research field of science education has gathered questions
about what science is, how scientific knowledge is developed and
in what ways humans are involved in these processes under the
umbrella concept ‘nature of science’ (NOS). Previous research has
suggested that teaching ought to focus much more on these
issues, but so far the focus has been on older children and
students, while there is a lack of research on NOS teaching for
the youngest children (up to six years). In this conceptual article,
we suggest that NOS should be taught from the outset, and thus
be part of science teaching in the early years. We put forward
arguments as to why this early introduction coupled to the
overall values and aims of democracy and social justice is
important, and elaborate on the kind of NOS issues that could be
included in science teaching aimed at the youngest children.

KEYWORDS
Nature of science; NOS; early
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Introduction

This article positions itself within a line of research that presumes the values and aims of
democracy and social justice to be central to ECE (Early Childhood Education) (see e.g.
Margrain and Löfdahl Hultman 2019; Mitchell 2018). Such research stresses partici-
pation, agency, inclusion, and equity. Mitchell (2018) argues that ‘democracy as a
primary value for education raises possibilities for critical thinking about educational
policy and practices and possibilities for change’ (Mitchell 2018, 2). Hence, when the
goal is that science in ECE promotes democracy and social justice, it urges us to inves-
tigate, and when necessary challenge and suggest alternatives to the practices and tra-
ditions of ECE science.

Science education scholars (see Yacoubian and Hansson 2020) have suggested that to
serve educational aims and values related to democracy and social justice, science teach-
ing should challenge stereotypical images of science and scientists. This includes provid-
ing more diverse images of scientists as well as broader images of the characteristics of
science, how scientific knowledge develops, and its role in society. This kind of knowl-
edge has often been labelled ‘nature of science’ (NOS) (see e.g. Erduran and Dagher
2014; Lederman 2007; McComas 2020).

Despite a large body of NOS research, the strong connection between NOS and
democracy, and arguments for the early introduction of NOS by Bell and Clair (2015)
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and Akerson et al. (2011), there remains a lack of research focussing on NOS teaching in
the early years. This article aims to promote the importance of such research by elabor-
ating on motivations for introducing NOS in the early years of ECE (children aged two to
six years) and suggests NOS issues appropriate for this age group.

The overarching aims and values of democracy and social justice are our points of
departure. The article is argumentative and builds on previous NOS research, previous
research on ECE traditions and practices, as well as on our own explorative, empirical
research on NOS teaching in ECE (Hansson, Leden, and Thulin 2020; Hansson et al.
submitted; Leden et al. manuscript; Thulin et al. manuscript).

To understand what an introduction to NOS in ECE might look like, as well as what it
might challenge, we begin with a brief look at some common, current traditions and
practices of science in ECE.

Traditions and practices in ECE science

Science in ECE has often been described as either focussing on specific phenomena and
concepts (the ‘facts tradition’) and/or on detached, fun and sometimes spectacular exper-
iments (the ‘doing tradition’). The facts tradition in ECE borrows from a science teaching
tradition that is common in compulsory schools around the world and which is labelled
‘traditional school science’ (Zacharia and Barton 2004). Such science teaching is teacher
centred, regards science as a body of facts, and omits NOS issues such as how the knowl-
edge has been developed and who has been involved in the development. With some
adjustments, this tradition, associated with science teaching for older children and stu-
dents, has also been implemented in ECE. Even though there are many different argu-
ments for science in ECE (see e.g. Eshach and Fried 2005), the facts tradition with its
main focus on teaching science as a body of facts primarily serves aims related to prepar-
ing children for increased conceptual understanding in the later school years.

The doing tradition in ECE builds on the rhetoric that ‘children are constantly learn-
ing from everything’ (Pramling Samuelsson and Pramling 2008, 158, our translation) and
an assumption that doing automatically leads to learning. In ECE science, the doing tra-
dition often takes the shape of fun, detached experiments (Areljung 2017) that are fre-
quently used only as ‘wow moments’ (Eley and Martin 2019) or ‘poof and bang
experiences’ (Larsson 2016, 69, [our translation]) with learning objects seldom
specified. Such spectacular experiments that aim to create interest and fascination have
a background and a long history in scientists’ encounters with the public, including chil-
dren (see e.g. Andrée and Hansson 2014). In this way, the doing tradition is often associ-
ated with activities that aim to contribute to the development of positive attitudes
towards science among children.

Against this background, the next section is devoted to our argument for why NOS is
an important element in early science teaching aimed at promoting democratic and
social justice values.

Why teach NOS in the early years?

There are many arguments for NOS teaching (e.g. Driver et al. 1996; Hodson 2014;
McComas 2020) ranging fromNOS being beneficial for the learning of scientific concepts
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and models to NOS being an important part of science teaching that contributes to
democracy, citizenship and social justice. These arguments are, however, general and
have previously not received a detailed elaboration in relation to the youngest of children.

In line with Akerson et al. (2011), we argue for introducing NOS simultaneously with
the introduction of science in ECE. In the Swedish context, this means for children at
preschool level (children aged one to six1 years). As indicated above, our main argument
is that NOS can contribute to an ECE science that prioritises the aims and values of
democracy and social justice. More specifically, we claim that NOS teaching enables chil-
dren’s agency in science-related issues and that NOS teaching can interrupt the repro-
duction of stereotypical images that may prevent children from perceiving science as
relevant and participation in science as possible.

Both arguments are elaborated in the following sections.

NOS teaching enabling agency in science-related issues
We argue that NOS teaching can contribute to democracy and social justice through
increasing children’s agency in science-related issues, both now and in the long run.
Here and now, NOS can inspire children’s curiosity, their desire to know and to
explore. Thus, teachers and children can make use of their NOS knowledge when they
engage in investigations and critical examination of ideas in everyday life at the pre-
school. One example from our own research that indicates what this can mean and
how NOS teaching can contribute to agency, inquiry and critical thinking, was when a
group of five-year-old children shared their view that the eyes of boys and girls look
different. In this situation, the teachers made use of NOS aspects that had previously
been discussed with the children (e.g. that empirical investigations are central in
science) and involved them in an investigation that critically examined this view.

Long-term aims related to agency and critical thinking regard NOS as an element of
education for citizenship. In many complex societal and everyday issues knowledge about
specific science phenomena, concepts and models is not enough. In such cases, you also
need knowledge about issues such as how science knowledge is constructed, the intertwi-
nement of science and society, the limits of science, and why some knowledge can be
uncertain (Yacoubian and Hansson 2020; Kolstø 2000). In a time when ‘knowledge
resistance’, ‘fake news’, and ‘alternative facts’ are common expressions in the societal
debate, it is important that very young children are provided with rich opportunities
to discuss and learn about NOS and that they feel confident about participating in
science-related debates.

NOS teaching enabling children to identify with science and find science
meaningful
Here and now, NOS teaching can contribute with more diverse images of science and
scientists and challenge stereotypical images that are frequently communicated in the
media and through science teaching. Such images often show scientists as Western
males who appear to be either superheroes or weirdos who work alone in a laboratory
(see e.g. Adúriz-Bravo and Pujalte (2020); Allchin 2013). Stereotypical images have
found their way into ECE science through the teaching traditions described above, as
well as through children’s trade books (see e.g. Dagher and Ford 2005; Kelly 2018; Zar-
nowski and Turkel 2012). Stereotypes can be reinforced either through omission of the
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humans involved in science, as in the facts tradition, or through only showing one-sided
caricatures of scientists. These stereotypes leave minimal room for women and non-
western nationalities, collaborations/networks, or a variety of science fields and activities
beyond the laboratory. Furthermore, the detached, often spectacular experiments of the
doing tradition risk conveying images of science and scientists that are unequivocally
associated with specific values, aesthetics and interests. These connotations need to be
problematised (see Andrée and Hansson 2014). The inclusion of NOS can provide
more diverse images of science and scientists and thus increase the opportunities for
more children to identify with science and perceive science as meaningful and relevant
for them. This includes children of different genders, as well as children with different
ethnic, social and cultural backgrounds who for different reasons have often been mar-
ginalised in science teaching (see Archer 2012). Furthermore, more diverse images
provide room for children who are not attracted by spectacular experiments or the
idea of working alone but instead prefer discussing and collaborating with others. It
can also include different driving forces where fascination for the spectacular is only
one possible starting point for an interest in science. If stereotypical images of science
and scientists are not problematised from the very beginning there is a risk that these
images become cemented ways of thinking about science and scientists (see e.g. Sharkawy
2012) – ways of thinking that exclude a great deal of individuals. Thus, NOS teaching
could lead to more inclusive teaching that expands children’s possibilities right here
and now. However, introducing NOS in ECE can also be an important foundation for
long-term aims and goals of social justice and can contribute to breaking patterns of mar-
ginalisation where certain groups are engaged in science-related citizens’ issues to a lesser
extent than others. It may also contribute to changing preconceptions of who can and
who will become scientists.

Suggesting NOS themes appropriate for ECE

As formerly mentioned, NOS research focussed on children younger than six years is very
scarce and NOS teaching frameworks (see e.g. Erduran and Dagher 2014; Lederman 2007;
McComas 2017, 2020) have not been specifically developed for the teaching of very young
children.Here, we have chosen to useMcComas’s framework (2017, 2020) since it includes
three broad NOS categories/themes that we believe can be useful for structuring NOS
issues appropriate for ECE. The three themes that we use as starting points for our sugges-
tions are: characteristics and limits of scientific knowledge, human elements of science,
and scientific processes and tools (see Hansson, Leden, and Thulin 2020). They have
been slightly modified2 from McComas’ original themes. The suggestions build on pre-
vious NOS literature and our own empirical explorative research done in close collabor-
ation with preschool teachers in Sweden (see Hansson, Leden, and Thulin 2000).
Transcripts from conversations between teachers and children at a Swedish preschool
are used as illustrations of sub-themes for the three different NOS themes.

What can NOS mean in the ECE context?

We elaborate on our suggestions in relation to each of the three themes above and intend
this to be regarded as a proposal for the first building blocks of a NOS progression.
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Scientific processes and tools
The unpacking of ‘scientific processes’ (the seeking of evidence through a variety of
scientific methods and activities) is in one way or another integral to most conceptu-
alisations and suggestions for the teaching of appropriate NOS (see e.g. Erduran and
Dagher 2014; McComas 2020). Suggesting a very first building block for this theme,
we argue that the main issue for the teaching of NOS in ECE is to highlight that
there are scientific processes. By focussing on the question: ‘How do we know
this?’, children are offered opportunities to learn that the ‘facts’ of science, described,
for example, in children’s books, are not something that just exists, but are something
that people have been engaged in finding out, in various ways. For example, if tea-
chers and children work with dinosaurs, the teacher can ask questions about how it
is possible to know where dinosaurs lived. In other words, the major issue is to pin-
point the scientific processes that often have remained hidden in a teaching focussed
on scientific facts (cf. the ‘facts tradition’). In line with the argument in Erduran and
Dagher (2014) and Kelly (2018) that a broad, diverse, and complex picture should be
provided, the above question is preferably revisited and explored in relation to
different scientific areas. That way NOS can become contextualised from the very
beginning and become a natural part of science.

In addition, we suggest that the focus on scientific processes in ECE can involve
directing attention to the diversity of tools and methods that are used in science. This
diversity between various scientific disciplines has been emphasised as an important
issue in the NOS framework of Erduran and Dagher (2014) and can become visible
for children already in the early years, when diverse contexts and subject areas are
explored. Diverse and detailed contexts also help clarifying, from the start, that there
is no specific universal ‘step-by-step method’ (McComas 2020, 46). An excerpt from a
dialogue between a teacher and a group of 5–6-year-old children about elephants illus-
trates how attention is directed towards tools and methods that might be used in elephant
research:

Child A: Have they [the scientists] been taking pictures?
Teacher: Yes, they probably have, they might have taken…
Child A: Have they been that close to elephants?
Teacher: Yes, that is something you might wonder about too, how close to an elephant
you can get, that is…
Child B: But elephants are dangerous.
Child A: Maybe they [the researchers] hid.
Teacher: Exactly.
Child C: But there is almost nothing…
Child D: When the elephants weren’t looking.
Teacher: That’s how it might be. A person has hidden themself and looked and taken
pictures, just so we would be able to get to know [about elephants] and so that they
would get to know even more. Then they compared elephants living in different
places around the globe.

Here the conversation concerns how we know things about elephants, and what methods
can be used when researching elephants. Previous research has shown that when trade
books (Dagher and Ford 2005; Brunner and Abd-El-Khalick 2017) and textbooks
(Abd-el-Khalick et al. 2017) highlight scientific processes they often emphasise tools
and methods related to observations and experiments (empirical aspects of science),
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while theoretical aspects of science such as how the observations are used to draw con-
clusions are seldom mentioned. Even though it might be natural to focus on empirical
aspects of science in ECE, as in the example about elephants above, previous research
has suggested that theoretical elements (such as theoretical methods and tools) are
also important (e.g. Dagher and Ford 2005; Brunner and Abd-El-Khalick 2017). Our sug-
gestions about theoretical elements of science are modest since, in relation to young chil-
dren, previous research as well as our own empirical data lack relevant, rich examples.
Even so, based on our own experiences from preschool teachers’ work we argue that a
first step can be taken at the ECE level. Teachers might direct children’s attention
towards theoretical methods and show how scientists, in addition to observing the
natural world, also think, read, calculate and so on. Tools, such as computers and
books, can be pinpointed in relation to these processes.

We also highlight that it is possible and important to teach the difference between
observations and conclusions (that data do not speak for themselves) early on. This
means finding ways to take a first step in the progression towards understanding that
‘(f)acts do not lie scattered on the beach like seashells, merely waiting, preformed, to
be collected’ (Allchin 2013, 37). A first building block in this domain can be illustrated
by an example where a teacher and a group of 5–6-year-old children read a book
about dinosaurs that provides information about what dinosaurs ate and that some dino-
saurs were good runners (see Hansson, Leden, and Thulin 2020). In this case, it led to a
discussion about how palaeontologists can draw conclusions from what can be ‘seen on
the skeletons’ or on the teeth. Directing attention towards the complex nature of empiri-
cal evidence and to the fact that conclusions can be drawn about things that no living
individual has actually seen in action (e.g. running dinosaurs) can be a first step
towards understanding the relationship between observations, inferences and con-
clusions. One way to render this issue meaningful and make it concrete for the children
is to offer them the experience of observation and of drawing conclusions in their every-
day life (see in-depth descriptions in Hansson et al. [submitted]). We illustrate what this
might mean by an example involving very young children (2–3 years old). The children
and their teacher offered different kinds of food to a snail kept in a container. When the
children observed what kind of food was missing the following day, they could draw con-
clusions about what the snail had eaten:

Child A: They have eaten the dandelions [several of children repeat this statement].
Teacher: /… / Yes, the dandelions are gone, but the other, look at the red [stuff] here;
look, what’s the red [stuff]?
Child B: Melon.
Teacher: Yes, what’s happened to that?
Child C: Nothing [several of children repeat this statement].

Comparing such experiences to the work of scientists might be a promising way to
approach the complex relationship between previous knowledge, empirical observations,
and the creative process of drawing conclusions.

Characteristics and limits of scientific knowledge
In a similar vein, ‘characteristics of scientific knowledge’ is part of most NOS frame-
works. This theme highlights the boundaries of science and issues concerned with the
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characteristics of scientific knowledge— for example, that science has limits and is open
to change. It also includes the complex relationship between science and technology. In
our research on NOS in ECE this has been the most trying theme. The teachers and
researcher jointly struggled to figure out issues and approaches that might make sense
to the children and catch their attention (Leden et al. manuscript). The suggestions
here are therefore more modest than those made for the other themes.

We identify a fewmainNOS issues thatmight constitute the first step in a progression for
the theme Characteristics and limits of scientific knowledge.One issue that might be impor-
tant for this theme is that science does not know everything. Such a claim challenges the
commonview that science has no limitswith regards to its scope. Similar issues are alsohigh-
lighted in the framework byMcComas (2020). Itmay also be relevant to talk about scientific
knowledge as something that has not always existed, but has been created and might be
revised, and to talk about research as an ongoing activity. That scientific knowledge is
long-lasting yet tentative has been emphasised in several NOS frameworks (e.g. Lederman
2007; McComas 2020). It seems reasonable to include all these issues as the basis of discus-
sions on generic principles for the characteristics and limits of science. They might also be a
way to challenge stereotypical images of science knowledge as static and readymade.

We suggest that the issues presented above (limitations to the scope of science, science
as uncertain, ongoing, and open to change) constitute main topics for the youngest chil-
dren (up to six) to explore. These issues can be discussed in fairly concrete ways, as
suggested in Akerson et al. (2010), close to the science content. For example, when dis-
cussing thunderstorms, the teacher might provide examples of how scientific expla-
nations for thunder have not always existed but have been developed by humans over
time. There is, however, a risk that historical descriptions are presented in a non-
complex way that reinforces myths about science (see e.g. Allchin 2013). Oversimplified
descriptions can, for example, appear when teachers and children discuss how previous
beliefs about thunder, from the perspective of Norse mythology, are exchanged for scien-
tific knowledge. Still, such conversations might serve as a first step towards questioning
science knowledge as static. As a complement to historical descriptions of how knowl-
edge changes, we suggest that children are invited to take part in conversations about
ongoing research, as in the following example (with children 4–6):

Teacher: In Sweden, research is done about all sorts of things, all, all, all possible things
are researched.
Child A: Even scrap [in Swedish ‘skrot’, in English scrap/junk].
Teacher: I’m sure there are those who do research about scrap, yes, and, for example,
about what happens in nature if you throw scrap in nature /… /and there are probably
many who do research /… / about different medicines and different diseases, because
research is going on all, all the time.
Child B: Research about dinosaurs and how they eat and so on?
Teacher: Yes, there are still those who research that, because we don’t know everything yet.

This conversation shows a joint focus on examples of ongoing research. At the end of
conversation, the teacher responds to the child’s question by directing their attention
to the fact that there are things science has not been able to answer.

Another issue that has been frequently suggested in the NOS literature is the relation-
ship between science and technology. This can be discussed with young children by high-
lighting the role of science in technological development (e.g. development of medical
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treatments) and vice-versa – the role of technological development in science. We suggest
that directing children’s attention to the utility-driven interests in science could lay a sound
foundation for such discussions. This suggestion overlaps with the theme of human
elements of science dealing with driving forces and is further discussed below.

Human elements of science
Human elements of science deal with issues connected ‘to the reality that humans do
science’ and is ‘concerned with human strengths, frailties and associations’ (McComas
2020, 51). As a first age-group-appropriate building block, we suggest discussions regard-
ing human involvement in science. Such discussions are important since they can serve
as a way of diversifying and challenging the images of scientists and thus humanising
science. This means directing attention to the individuals behind the science concepts
and explanations that the children encounter in the teaching. Teachers and children
can discuss that being a scientist is a profession — doing science is a job. They can
also discuss that scientists might have families, needs and interests outside work. Further-
more, teachers can direct attention towards the variety of people from different back-
grounds that may be involved in science. An example from our research shows how a
teacher and a group of children aged 4–6 discuss the work of astronauts using as a start-
ing point a book they read together:

Child A: Can we open the flap? [the book has flaps that can be opened].
Teacher: Do you think we should?
Child B: It’s a girl.
Teacher: It’s a girl who is an astronaut.
Child C: There are girls.
Teacher: Can boys also work as astronauts?
Children [More than one]: Yes!
Child C: Yes, they have worked hard. And girls.
Teacher: What do you think they need to know when they are going up in a space craft?
/… ./
Child D: To be good [competent] and not be alone or say ‘I can do it myself’, then they
will get lost.
Teacher: You have to be more than one then, yes.
Child C: More than one.
Teacher: What do you do then?
Child C: You have to be two.
Teacher: You have to be two, but how do you work then?
Child C: How do you work then? I don’t know.
Teacher: What does the one do and what does the other do?
Child D: One watches the hatch, and one searches if someone is lost.

In this dialogue, both gender issues and the fact that being an astronaut is a profession are
highlighted. However, a balance is needed between showing possibilities for a variety of
people to take part in science and making children prepared to engage with injustice in
the shape of cultural and social habits and structures. Cultural and social structures are
part of most NOS frameworks. Examples include McComas (2020) who emphasises links
between science, society and culture in his NOS framework and Erduran and Dagher
(2014, 146) who highlight ‘political power structures, such as issues of gender, and ideol-
ogy. We argue that even very young children can take part in discussions about cultural
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and social injustices. We have seen examples of how the first step towards such discus-
sions was made in an uncomplicated manner when a group of children (3–5 years old)
and their teacher talked about Marie Curie. A child noticed that ‘it’s unfair’ when the
teacher told them that Marie Curie was not able to go to school and that people at
that time thought that women should not do research, but stay home with their families.

As can be seen in the above transcript, the teacher and children also refer to the need
for specific competences, where collaborative competences are specifically highlighted.
An emphasis on collaboration might be a way to challenge common images of the
lone scientist. However, in the above dialogue, other stereotypes (the scientist as an extra-
ordinary person or a hero) might be reinforced when scientists are highlighted as persons
who ‘worked hard’, and that the scientists have to be ‘good’. Thus, in many cases, it can be
a balance between challenging or avoiding the reproduction of stereotypes (the scientist
as an extraordinary person) and being true to actual circumstances (astronauts need to be
well trained and scientists normally have many years of studies behind them). The
important issue is to avoid communicating the idea that becoming a scientist is out of
reach for the children.

In many conceptualisations of NOS, the importance of creativity as well as the scien-
tist’s perspective and previous knowledge are highlighted (see e.g. McComas 2020). Tea-
chers can address these issues by directing attention towards researchers’ use of
imagination and the need to use previous knowledge when they draw conclusions
from, for instance, observations. We suggest that the first building block can be very con-
crete by providing children with experiences from their own scientific investigations.
Teachers can preferably connect such experiences of creativity (e.g. when children
engage in planning an investigation or in interpreting observations) to the work of scien-
tists. Creativity is also related to the formerly discussed theme of processes and tools
where we suggest that the complex relation between observations and conclusions can
be dealt with on a basic level. In the process of drawing conclusions, the scientists’ pre-
vious knowledge and creativity are both important.

Finally, driving forces is also part of this theme and can be discussed in different ways.
Science can be discussed as curiosity driven — highlighting knowledge for its own sake
(e.g. about space or dinosaurs). Science can also be discussed as utility-oriented, such as
rescuing elephants, making weather forecasts, or developing new medicines. We want to
emphasise the need for communicating different driving forces and orientations in the
early years NOS teaching to acknowledge the relevance of different interests and
driving forces among the children. In our empirical work we have seen teachers and chil-
dren directing attention towards curiosity driven, basic research, as well as towards tech-
nical knowledge interests by, for instance, referring to research concerned with new
medical treatments and medicines. It is also important to understand that different inter-
ests are involved in science when it comes to financial issues, such as research funding.
The first step here can be to provide opportunities to discuss how expensive research is
(e.g. equipment and salaries).

Discussion and conclusion

In this article we have, in line with what has been suggested by Akerson (2011) and Bell
and Clair (2015), argued for an early introduction of NOS. We have proposed that NOS
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should be included as an important part of science education from the outset. In the
Swedish context, this means at preschool level. Our arguments for such an early intro-
duction of NOS are based on the need for children to encounter and challenge stereoty-
pical images of science and scientists before they become cemented (c.f. Sharkawy 2012),
thus creating the possibility for more children to identify with science. We also argue that
NOS can contribute to children’s agency, both here and now and in the future, which is a
reason to also involve young children in NOS teaching. These arguments are directly rel-
evant to overall aims and values associated with democracy and social justice (Yacoubian
and Hansson 2020).

Since previous research lacks concrete, detailed suggestions of what NOS could look
like in the earliest years, this article suggests NOS issues that may be appropriate for an
ECE that embraces the values and aims of democracy and social justice. The NOS issues
summarised in Figure 1, below, are suggested as the first steps in a NOS progression that
should be continued in primary school and beyond.

Familiarity with the main issue: ‘How do we know this?’ can contribute to children’s
agency here and now, as well as in a long-term citizen’s perspective— both in relation to
performing investigations of their own and in relation to understanding the benefits and
shortcomings of investigations performed by others. Our suggestions about theme
Characteristics and limits of science deal with the first building blocks towards a more
nuanced view of the scope and limits of science, as well as towards a view of science
as ongoing and open for revision. That everyone, from the outset, has access to
nuanced and realistic ideas of what can be expected from science is important from
democracy and social justice perspective. It is particularly important that everybody is
able to navigate the terrain and take a stance at a time when science is both downplayed
and put on a pedestal in societal debates. Finally, the issues suggested in the theme
‘human elements of science’ can serve as a first step to normalise and humanise
science and scientists and thereby make science available to more children.

Figure 1. Suggestion for NOS issues appropriate as first building blocks for NOS teaching aimed at
children two to six years old. The three overall themes are slightly adapted from McComas (2017;
2020).
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This is a first tentative suggestion of NOS issues rooted in the overall values and aims
of democracy and social justice that can be taught to very young children. This suggestion
is primarily meant as a tool that can be used by teachers in their didactic analysis (Klafki,
1995) and decisions about what NOS issues to teach in the early years. However, the sug-
gestions might also serve as a basis for discussions among other actors (policy makers,
authors, etc.) that are important for shaping science in ECE. More research is needed
to further scrutinise what NOS issues are important and how they can be meaningfully
taught to young children, and, more specifically, the extent to which different NOS issues
contribute to children’s agency in science and their access to science. Thus, the appropri-
ateness of the suggested NOS issues, and possibly other issues, needs to be confirmed by
further studies, in different contexts. In addition, there is a need for more research on
NOS teaching approaches appropriate for the youngest children. We hope that the pre-
liminary model put forth here will inspire others to join us in theoretical and empirical
explorations of what is, for the ECE context, a new area.

Notes

1. In the Swedish context, children can start preschool (‘förskola’ — a voluntary form of ECE
which a large majority of the children attend) from the age of one, and they leave in August
the year they turn six.

2. In McComas (2020) the names of the themes are: Domain of science and its limitations;
Human elements of science; and Tools, processes and products of science (McComas 2020, 40).
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